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ABSTRACT

A method and an apparatus for generating an interactive
scenario , and an electronic device are provided . The method
includes performing encoding processing on a first basic
coordinate sequence of a target object and a second basic
coordinate sequence of an interactive object to generate an
encoded implicit state ; determining an implicit state prob
ability distribution corresponding to the encoded implicit

state
based on the encoded implicit state , and determining an
initial implicit state by sampling; and performing decoding

processing on the initial implicit state to determine a first
coordinate sequence probability distribution of the target
object and a second coordinate sequence probability distri
bution of the interactive object, determining a new coordi
nate sequence of the target object and a new coordinate
sequence of the interactive object by sampling.
101

Obtain a first basic coordinate sequence of a target object and a

second basic coordinate sequence of an interactive object, and
perform encoding processing on the first basic coordinate sequence
and the second basic coordinate sequence to generate an encoded
implicit state
102

Determine an implicit state probability distribution corresponding to
the encoded implicit state based on the encoded implicit state, and
determine an initial implicit state by sampling based on the implicit
state probability distribution

103

Perform decoding processing on the initial implicit state to

determine a first coordinate sequence probability distribution of the

target object and a second coordinate sequence probability

distribution of the interactive object, determine a new coordinate
sequence of the target object by sampling based on the first

coordinate sequence probability distribution, and determine a new
coordinate sequence of the interactive object by sampling based on
the second coordinate sequence probability distribution
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101

Obtain a first basic coordinate sequence of a target object and a
second basic coordinate sequence of an interactive object, and

perform encoding processing on the first basic coordinate sequence
and the second basic coordinate sequence to generate an encoded
implicit state
102

Determine an implicit state probability distribution corresponding to
the encoded implicit state based on the encoded implicit state , and

determine an initial implicit state by sampling based on the implicit
state probability distribution
103

Perform decoding processing on the initial implicit state to
determine a first coordinate sequence probability distribution of the
target object and a second coordinate sequence probability
distribution of the interactive object, determine a new coordinate
sequence of the target object by sampling based on the first

coordinate sequence probability distribution , and determine a new
coordinate sequence of the interactive object by sampling based on
the second coordinate sequence probability distribution
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

GENERATING INTERACTIVE SCENARIO ,
AND ELECTRONIC DEVICE
FIELD

[ 0001 ] The present disclosure relates to the field of data

generation technologies, and in particular to a method and an
apparatus for generating an interactive scenario , an elec
tronic device, and a computer readable storage medium .
BACKGROUND

[ 0002 ] Autonomous driving, as a technology widely con
sidered as being capable of significantly promoting progress
in human society and economy, is advantageous for pro
moting the sharing economy and saving social resources due
to significantly reduced traffic congestion , reduced traffic
accidents, improved travel efficiency, released driving time,
saved parking space , and increased vehicle utilization .

[ 0003 ] One of the most critical and challenging technolo
gies for autonomous driving systems is how to effectively
interact with surrounding vehicles in unfamiliar environ
ments, considering the high diversity and complexity of
interactive scenarios, and the inability to collect all possible
interactive scenarios in experiments in practice. Simulation
virtual tests are an important platform for simulating the
interaction of autonomous vehicles with other vehicles .

Simulation virtual tests allow an interactive scenario to be

changed in a controlled environment, such that repeated
tests can be performed to iteratively improve the autono
mous driving system . However, in reality, it is impossible to
perform thousands of actual drive test evaluations for each
change in the system .
[ 0004 ] Therefore , how to generate a large amount of
diverse vehicle interactive scenarios that effectively simu
late real environments becomes one of the core technologies
of simulation virtual tests . The current methods commonly
adopted in the industry include : ( 1 ) manually creating an
interactive scenario based on prior knowledge and experi

ence , such as drawing way points of pedestrians and
vehicles ; and (2 ) manually selecting representative interac
tive scenarios from real log data , and editing the selected
representative interactive scenarios, such as adding or

removing related pedestrians or vehicles . (3 ) A large number
of effective and diverse interactive scenarios are automati

cally generated , or vehicle driving trajectories are effectively

predicted. For example, the moving trajectory of pedestrians
or vehicles are generated or predicted by using convolu

tional social pooling , social long short -term memory , and
social generative adversarial neural network . The shortcom
ings of the existing methods are that, the amount vehicle
interactive scenarios that rely on manual drawing and fil
tering cannot be significantly increased , and existing auto
matic generation methods cannot generate diverse interac
tive scenarios that effectively simulate real environments
and that are suitable for different traffic maps .
SUMMARY

[ 0005 ] In order to solve the technical issue in the conven

tional technology, a method and an apparatus for generating

an interactive scenario , an electronic device , and a computer
readable storage medium are provided according to the
embodiments of the present disclosure .

[ 0006 ] In first aspect , a method for generating an interac
tive scenario is provided according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure . The method includes :
[ 0007] obtaining a first basic coordinate sequence of a

target object and a second basic coordinate sequence of an
interactive object, and performing encoding processing on
the first basic coordinate sequence and the second basic
coordinate sequence to generate an encoded implicit state ;
[ 0008 ] determining an implicit state probability distribu
tion corresponding to the encoded implicit state based on the
encoded implicit state , and determining an initial implicit
state by sampling based on the implicit state probability
distribution ;
[ 0009 ] performing decoding processing on the initial
implicit state to determine a first coordinate sequence prob
ability distribution of the target object and a second coor

dinate sequence probability distribution of the interactive
object, determining a new coordinate sequence of the target
object by sampling based on the first coordinate sequence
probability distribution, and determining a new coordinate
sequence of the interactive object by sampling based on the

second coordinate sequence probability distribution.
[ 0010 ] In second aspect , an apparatus for generating an
interactive scenario is provided according to an embodiment
of the present disclosure . The apparatus includes an encod
ing module, a sampling state module, and a decoding
sampling module .
[ 0011 ] The encoding module is configured to obtain a first
basic coordinate sequence of a target object and a second
basic coordinate sequence of an interactive object, and
perform encoding processing on the first basic coordinate
sequence and the second basic coordinate sequence to
generate an encoded implicit state.
[ 0012 ] The sampling state module is configured to deter
mine an implicit state probability distribution corresponding
to the encoded implicit state based on the encoded implicit
state , and determine an initial implicit state by sampling
based on the implicit state probability distribution .
[ 0013 ] The decoding sampling module is configured to
perform decoding processing on the initial implicit state to
determine a first coordinate sequence probability distribu
tion of the target object and a second coordinate sequence
probability distribution of the interactive object, determine a
new coordinate sequence of the target object by sampling
based on the first coordinate sequence probability distribu
tion , and determine a new coordinate sequence of the
interactive object by sampling based on the second coordi

nate sequence probability distribution .
[ 0014 ] In a third aspect , an electronic device is provided
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The
electronic device includes a bus , a transceiver, a memory , a
processor, and a computer program stored in the memory

and executable by the processor. The transceiver, the
memory, and the processor are connected with each other via
the bus . The computer program , when executed by the
processor, causes steps of the method for generating an
interactive scenario according to any one of the above
aspects to be performed .
[ 0015 ] In a fourth aspect , a computer - readable storage
medium having stored thereon a computer program is pro
vided according to an embodiment of the present disclosure .
The computer program , when executed by a processor,
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causes steps of the method for generating an interactive
scenario according to any one of the above aspects to be
performed .
[ 0016 ] A method and an apparatus for generating an
interactive scenario , an electronic device, and a computer
readable storage medium are provided according to the
embodiments of the present disclosure . Basic coordinate
sequences extracted from a real interactive scenario are
encoded and decoded , to generate new coordinate sequences
that simulate real environments. The initial implicit state is
determined by performing random sampling on the implicit
state probability distribution , and the coordinates of the
target object and the interactive object are obtained by
performing random sampling on the coordinate sequence
probability distribution during the decoding phase . Since
random sampling is performed at two stages , generation of
interactive scenarios has multiple modalities , and can be
used for automatically generating multiple different interac

tive scenarios for a same map . In addition , during generation
of an interactive scenario , the basic coordinate sequence of
the object is extracted as input, and the parameters related to
the map itself are weakened, such that the method is not
limited to a specific map , that is , the method can also be
applied to a variety of maps, to generate a variety of

interactive scenarios in a variety of maps .

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[ 0017] The drawings to be used in the description of the

embodiments of the disclosure or the conventional technol

ogy will be described briefly as follows, so that the technical
solutions according to the embodiments of the disclosure or
according to the conventional technology will become
clearer .

[ 0018 ] FIG . 1 shows a flow chart of a method for gener
ating an interactive scenario according to an embodiment of
the present disclosure ;
[ 0019 ] FIG . 2 shows a schematic diagram of an overall
structure of a model architecture applied in the method for
generating an interactive scenario according to an embodi
ment of the present disclosure;
[ 0020 ] FIG . 3 shows a schematic diagram of the structure
of the model architecture applied in the method for gener
ating an interactive scenario that is developed in a chrono
logical order according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure;

[ 0021 ] FIG . 4 shows a first schematic structural diagram
of an apparatus for generating an interactive scenario
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure ;
[ 0022 ] FIG . 5 shows a second schematic structural dia
gram of an apparatus for generating an interactive scenario
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure ; and
[ 0023 ] FIG . 6 shows a schematic structural diagram of an
electronic device for executing a method for generating an
interactive scenario according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[ 0024 ] In the description of the embodiments of the pres

ent disclosure, those skilled in the art should understand that

the embodiments of the present disclosure may be imple

mented as a method , an apparatus, an electronic device, and
a computer -readable storage medium . Therefore, the
embodiments of the present disclosure may be embodied in

the following forms: complete hardware, complete software
(including firmware , resident software , microcode , etc. ), a

combination of hardware and software . In addition, in some

embodiments, the embodiments of the present disclosure
may also be implemented in the form of a computer program
product in one or more computer - readable storage mediums ,
where the computer - readable storage mediums include com
puter program codes .
[ 0025 ] The computer -readable storage medium may be
any combination of one or more computer-readable storage
mediums. The computer - readable storage medium includes:
an electronic, magnetic, optical , electromagnetic, infrared ,
or semiconductor system , apparatus, or device , or any com
bination thereof. More specific examples of computer-read
able storage medium include: portable computer disk , hard
disk, Random Access Memory (RAM ), Read - Only Memory
(ROM ), Erasable Programmable Read -Only Memory
(EPROM) , flash memory , optical fiber, Compact Disc - Read
Only Memory ( CD - ROM ) , optical storage device, magnetic
storage device or any combination of the above . In the
embodiment of the present disclosure, the computer -read
able storage medium may be any tangible medium contain
ing or storing a program , and the program may be used by
or in combination with an instruction execution system ,
apparatus, or device.
[ 0026 ] The computer program code contained in the com
puter - readable storage medium may be transmitted using
any appropriate medium , including: wireless, wire, optical
cable, Radio Frequency (RF ) or any suitable combination
thereof.

[ 0027] The computer program code for performing the
operations of the embodiments of the present disclosure may
be written in assembly instructions, Instruction Set Archi
tecture ( ISA) instructions, machine instructions, machine
related instructions, microcode, firmware instructions, state
setting data , integrated circuit configuration data , or in one
or more programming languages or combinations thereof.
The programming languages includes an object-oriented
programming language , such as Java , Smalltalk, C ++ , and a
conventional procedural programming language, such as C
language or similar programming language. The computer
program code may be executed entirely on the user's com
puter, partly on the user's computer, as an independent
software package, partly on the user's computer and partly
on a remote computer, and entirely on the remote computer
or server . In the case involving a remote computer, the
remote computer may be connected to a user computer or an
external computer through any kind of network , including a
local area network (LAN ) or a wide area network (WAN ).

[ 0028 ] In the embodiments of the present disclosure , the
provided method, apparatus, and electronic device are
described by using flowcharts and / or block diagrams.
[ 0029 ] It should be understood that each block of the
flowcharts and / or block diagrams, and combinations of
blocks in the flowcharts and / or block diagrams, may be

implemented by computer - readable program instructions.
These computer - readable program instructions may be pro
vided to a processor of a general-purpose computer, a
special -purpose computer, or another programmable data
processing device, thereby producing a machine. These
computer- readable program instructions are executed by a
computer or another programmable data processing device
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to produce an apparatus for implementing the functions/
operations specified by the blocks in the flowcharts and / or
block diagrams.
[ 0030 ] These computer - readable program instructions
may also be stored in a computer - readable storage medium

that enables a computer or another programmable data
processing device to work in a specific manner. In this way,
the instructions stored in the computer -readable storage
medium produce an instruction device product that imple
ments the functions / operations specified in the blocks of the
flowcharts and /or block diagrams.

[ 0031 ] Computer- readable program instructions may also
be loaded onto a computer, another programmable data
processing device, or another device , such that a series of
operating steps can be performed on a computer, another

programmable data processing device, or another device to
produce a computer - implemented process . Thus, the instruc
tions executed on a computer or another programmable data
processing device can provide a process for implementing

the functions/operations specified by the blocks in the flow
charts and /or block diagrams.
[ 0032 ] In the following, the embodiments of the present
disclosure are described with reference to the accompanying
drawings.
[ 0033 ] FIG . 1 shows a flowchart of a method for gener
ating an interactive scenario according to an embodiment of
the present disclosure . As shown in FIG . 1 , the method
includes the following steps 101 to 103 .
[ 0034 ] In step 101 , a first basic coordinate sequence of a
target object and a second basic coordinate sequence of an
interactive object are obtained , and encoding processing is
performed on the first basic coordinate sequence and the
second basic coordinate sequence to generate an encoded

implicit state .
[ 0035 ] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, a target
object and an interactive object interacting with the target
object exist in an interactive scenario. Specifically, in a
vehicle interactive scenario , the target object may be an

autonomous vehicle , and the interactive object correspond
ing to the target object may be a vehicle ( such as a vehicle
that travels side by side with the autonomous vehicle or an
oncoming vehicle) or a pedestrian that interacts with the
autonomous vehicle. In addition , there may be one or more
target objects in the interactive scenario , and each target
object may correspond to one or more interactive objects. In
a case that the target object is an autonomous vehicle, only
objects surrounding the autonomous vehicle may be con
sidered , that is , the interactive scenario contains an autono
mous vehicle and one or more other vehicles interacting
with the autonomous vehicle .
[ 0036 ] The conventional method of generating an interac
tive scenario generally uses an image of the interactive
scenario as an input. In an embodiment of the present

disclosure, the essence of extracting the interactive scenario
is based on interaction between coordinate sequences gen

erated from the coordinate data of respective objects includ
ing the target object and the interactive object) in the

interactive scenario at different time instants, that is , a new
interactive scenario is generated based on the coordinate
sequences of respective objects .

[ 0037] Specifically, in an embodiment of the present dis

closure , a real coordinate sequence of the target object, that
is , the first basic coordinate sequence , is determined based
on the coordinate data of the target object at different time

instants, and the first basic coordinate sequence includes
multiple pieces of first coordinate data of the target object at
different time instants . In the same way, a real coordinate
sequence of the interactive object, that is , the second basic
coordinate sequence , may be determined based on the coor
dinate data of the interactive object at different time instants .
The second basic coordinate sequence includes multiple
pieces of second coordinate data of the interactive object at
different time instants. When the first basic coordinate
sequence and the second basic coordinate sequence are
determined, the first basic coordinate sequence and the
second basic coordinate sequence are encoded , to generate

an encoded implicit state . In this embodiment, an encoder
may be trained in advance, and the first basic coordinate

sequence and the second basic coordinate sequence may be
inputted into the trained encoder to perform encoding,
thereby generating a corresponding encoded implicit state.
[ 0038 ] In addition, the first basic coordinate sequence and
the second basic coordinate sequence includes the same
number of pieces of coordinate data , that is , the number of
pieces of the first coordinate data is the same as the number
of pieces of the second coordinate data . In an embodiment,
the coordinate sequence may be determined based on a
trajectory along which the object moves . The first basic
coordinate sequence of the target object and the second basic
coordinate sequence of the interactive object are obtained in
the above step 101 by the following steps A1 and A2 .
[ 0039 ] In step A1 , a first trajectory of the target object
within a preset time period , and a second trajectory of the
interactive object within the preset time period are obtained .
[ 0040 ] In step A2 , the first trajectory and the second
trajectory are sampled in a same sampling manner to deter
mine multiple pieces of first coordinate data of multiple
position points of the target object and multiple pieces of
second coordinate data of multiple position points of the
interactive object, the first basic coordinate sequence is
generated based on the multiple pieces of first coordinate
data, and the second basic coordinate sequence is generated
based on the multiple pieces of second coordinate data .
[0041 ] In embodiment of the present disclosure, objects
in a real interactive scenario form corresponding trajectories
within a time period. The coordinate data of the trajectories
of the target object and the interactive object in the same
preset time period may be extracted to generate the coordi
nate sequences. Specifically, m pieces of coordinate data
may be uniformly sampled from each trajectory in a chrono
logical order, that is , m pieces of first coordinate data is
sampled from the first trajectory to form the first basic
coordinate sequence , and m pieces of second coordinate data
is sampled from the second trajectory to form the second
basic coordinate sequence. In an embodiment, if the trajec
tory of the target object and the trajectory of the interactive
object correspond to different time periods, the time periods
of the two trajectories may be normalized to obtain two
trajectories of the same length of time . Then , the coordinate
data is extracted . For example , the trajectories of the target
object and the interactive object may be normalized to t
seconds , s points are uniformly sampled during each second ,
and a total of txs points may be sampled, that is , each
trajectory may be sampled to obtain txs pieces of coordinate
data .
[ 0042 ] In step 102 , an implicit state probability distribu
tion corresponding to the encoded implicit state is deter
mined based on the encoded implicit state, and an initial
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implicit state is determined by sampling based on the
implicit state probability distribution .
[ 0043 ] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the
implicit state probability distribution may be a preset form
of probability distribution , such as a normal distribution , a
uniform distribution, and the like . Based on the encoded
implicit state , a parameter of the implicit state probability

object is determined by sampling based on the first coordi
nate sequence probability distribution , and a new coordinate
sequence of the interactive object is determined by sampling
based on the second coordinate sequence probability distri

example, a mean and a standard deviation of the normal

probability distributions of the target object and the inter
active object, that is , the first coordinate sequence probabil
ity distribution and the second coordinate sequence prob
ability distribution , are determined by decoding processing ,
and then the new coordinate sequences of the target object
and the interactive object are obtained by sampling. The two
new coordinate sequences may respectively represent new

distribution may be determined, where the parameter is , for

distribution . The implicit state, that is , the initial implicit
state , may be randomly obtained by sampling the implicit
state probability distribution , and the randomly obtained
initial implicit state also conforms to the probability distri
bution of the encoded implicit state . In this embodiment, the
initial implicit state may be determined based on a design
principle in a variational auto - encoder ( VAE ). In an embodi
ment, the implicit state probability distribution correspond
ing to the encoded implicit state is determined based on the
encoded implicit state in the above step by :
[ 0044 ] mapping the encoded implicit state into a mean
vector u having a preset dimension and a standard deviation
vector o having a preset dimension , to obtain a multivariate
normal distribution N (u , 0) , and constraining a distance
between the multivariate normal distribution N (u , 0) and a
standard multivariate normal distribution N (0,1 ) based on

KL divergence, where I represents a unit matrix having the

preset dimension .
[ 0045 ] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the
encoded implicit state may be mapped to a mean vector u
and a standard deviation vector o based on a pre -trained
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP ) , where each of the mean
vector u and the standard deviation vector o has the preset
dimension . The multivariate normal distribution N (u , 0) of
the real interactive scenario may be represented based on the
mean vector u and the standard deviation vector o having the
preset dimension . In addition, the distance between the
multivariate normal distribution N ( u , 0 ) and the standard
multivariate normal distribution N ( 0,1 ) is constrained based
on the KL divergence , so as to ensure the smoothness of the
implicit state value space . I in the standard multivariate

normal distribution N (0,1 ) represents a unit matrix having
the preset dimension . For example, if the preset dimension
of the mean vector u and the standard deviation vector o is
N ,, I is a unit matrix of N xN_. The value of the preset
dimension may be determined based on experience or deter
mined based on statistics, which is not limited in this
embodiment.

[ 0046 ] Further, the initial implicit state is determined by
in the above step by : performing random sampling based on
the implicit state probability distribution , to obtain an
implicit random vector z , and mapping the implicit random
vector z into the initial implicit state h , for decoding.
[ 0047] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, ran
dom sampling is performed on the implicit state probability
distribution N (ug ), to obtain the corresponding implicit
random vector z by sampling. In addition , another multilayer
perceptron may be trained in advance to map the implicit
random vector z into the initial implicit state h, for decoding.
[ 0048 ] In step 103 , decoding processing is performed on
the initial implicit state to determine a first coordinate
sequence probability distribution of the target object and a
second coordinate sequence probability distribution of the
interactive object, a new coordinate sequence of the target

sampling based on the implicit state probability distribution

bution .

[ 0049 ] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the

coordinates of the object are not directly determined based
on the initial implicit state , but the coordinate sequence

moving trajectories of the target object and the interactive
object, such that a new interactive scenario can be generated.
Similar to the encoder -based encoding process described
above , in this embodiment, a decoder may be trained in
advance , and the initial implicit state may be inputted to the
decoder to generate the first coordinate sequence probability
distribution of the target object and the second coordinate
sequence probability distribution of the interactive object.
Next, the new coordinate sequence of the target object and
the new coordinate sequence of the interactive object may be
determined by sampling .
[ 0050 ] Specifically, the model architecture applied in the
method for generating an interactive scenario is shown in
FIG . 2. The basic coordinate sequences ( including the first
basic coordinate sequence and the second basic coordinate
sequence ) extracted from the real interactive scenario is
inputted into the encoder, and the encoder outputs the
encoded implicit state H. Next, the implicit state probability
distribution of the encoded implicit state H is randomly
sampled to obtain the initial implicit state ho, and the initial

implicit state h , is inputted into the decoder for decoding
distributions of the target object and the interactive object.
Then , the new coordinate sequences (including the new
coordinate sequence of the target object and the new coor
dinate sequence of the interactive object) are determined by
random sampling.
[ 0051 ] A method for generating an interactive scenario is
provided according to the embodiments of the present

processing, to determine the coordinate sequence probability

disclosure. Basic coordinate sequences extracted from a real
interactive scenario are encoded and decoded , to generate

new coordinate sequences that simulate real environments .
The initial implicit state is determined by performing ran
dom sampling on the implicit state probability distribution ,

and the coordinates of the target object and the interactive
object are obtained by performing random sampling on the
coordinate sequence probability distribution during the
decoding phase . Since random sampling is performed at two
stages , generation of interactive scenarios has multiple
modalities, and can be used for automatically generating
multiple different interactive scenarios for a same map . In
addition , during generation of an interactive scenario , the
basic coordinate sequence of the object is extracted as input,
and the parameters related to the map itself are weakened ,
such that the method is not limited to a specific map , that is ,
the method can also be applied to a variety of maps , to
generate a variety of interactive scenarios in a variety of
maps .
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[ 0052 ] Based on the above embodiment, since the coor
dinate sequence is a sequence , the encoder may be a
single - layer or multi- layer Recurrent Neural Network

(RNN ), that is , the sequence is encoded based on a recurrent
neural network . In an embodiment of the present disclosure ,
the encoding processing is performed on the first basic
coordinate sequence and the second basic coordinate
sequence to generate the encoding implicit state in above

step 101 by the following steps B1 and B2 .
[ 0053 ] In step B1 , multiple pieces of first coordinate data
contained in the first basic coordinate sequence are deter
mined, and multiple pieces of second coordinate data con
tained in the second basic coordinate sequence are deter
mined, where the number of pieces of the first coordinate
data is the same as the number of pieces of the second
coordinate data .
( 0054 ] In step B2 , multiple sets of coordinate data are
generated based on the first coordinate data and the second

coordinate data at same timings , encoding processing is
performed by sequentially inputting the multiple sets of
coordinate data into a trained recurrent neural network , and
the encoded implicit state is generated based on an output of

the recurrent neural network .

[ 0055 ] In an embodiment of the present disclosure , as
mentioned above , the two basic coordinate sequences con
tain the same number of pieces of coordinate data , that is , the

number of pieces of the first coordinate data is the same as
the number of pieces of the second coordinate data . When
performing the encoding processing, first coordinate data
and second coordinate data at a same timing are combined
to form a set of coordinate data , the multiple sets of
coordinate data are sequentially inputted into a recurrent
neural network for encoding according to a time sequence .
For example, if the first basic coordinate sequence contains
three pieces of first coordinate data s1 , s2 , and s3 arranged
in a chronological order, and the second basic coordinate
sequence contains three second coordinate data al , a2 , and
a3 arranged in a chronological order, s1 and al are combined
to form a set of coordinate data , s2 and a2 are combined to

form a set of coordinate data , and s3 and a3 are combined
to form a set of coordinate data . In the vehicle interactive

scenario , the coordinate data may be two -dimensional coor

dinates .

[ 0056 ] In an embodiment, the recurrent neural network
network . In this embodiment, the recurrent neural network
used for encoding includes a Forward Recurrent Neural
Network (Forward RNN ) and a Backward Recurrent Neural
Network (Backward RNN ). The encoding processing is

used for encoding may be a bi - directional recurrent neural

performed by sequentially inputting the multiple sets of
coordinate data into a trained recurrent neural network, and

the encoded implicit state is generated based on an output of
the recurrent neural network in the above step B2 by the
following steps B21 to B23 .
[ 0057] In step B21 , the multiple sets of coordinate data are
sequentially inputted into the forward recurrent neural net
work in a chronological order, and a forward implicit state
is generated based on an output of the forward recurrent
neural network .

[ 0058 ] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the
order, so the sets of coordinate data follow the chronological
order. In this embodiment, the sets of coordinate data are
sequentially inputted into the forward recurrent neural net

sets of coordinate data are generated in a chronological

work in a chronological order, to obtain a corresponding

outputted result , that is , the forward implicit state . Referring
to FIG . 3 , which shows a schematic diagram of the structure
of the model architecture developed in the chronological
order, the first basic coordinate sequence contains m pieces
of first coordinate data, and the second basic coordinate
sequence contains m pieces of second coordinate data , and
m sets of coordinate data may be correspondingly generated ,
the m sets of coordinate data includes di , d2, .
ami
arranged in the chronological order. The m sets of coordinate
data d ,, d2, ... , dm are sequentially used as a step of input
of the forward recurrent neural network , to obtain the
forward implicit state h_, outputted by the forward recurrent

neural network .

[ 0059 ] In step B22 , the multiple sets of coordinate data are

sequentially inputted into the backward recurrent neural
network in a reverse chronological order, and a backward
implicit state is generated based on an output of the back

ward recurrent neural network .

[ 0060 ] In this embodiment, the " reverse chronological
order ” indicates an order that is reverse to the chronological
order. The m sets of coordinate data in the chronological
order are di, d2, ... , dm . The m sets of coordinate data
arranged in the reverse chronological order are dm , dm - 1, ..
. , d . As shown in FIG . 3 , the sets of coordinate data dm ,
dm -19..., d , are sequentially used as a step of input of the
backward recurrent neural network , to obtain the backward
implicit state h outputted by the backward recurrent neural
network . In FIG . 3 , d, represents an i - th set of coordinate
data when arranged in the chronological order.
[ 0061 ] In step B23 , the encoded implicit state is generated
by combining the forward implicit state and the backward
implicit state.

[ 0062 ] In an embodiment of the present disclosure , the
encoded implicit state is generated based on the forward
implicit state h, and the backward implicit state h . In this
embodiment, the forward implicit state h_, and the backward
implicit state he are combined to obtain the encoded
implicit state . For example, each of the forward implicit
state h , and the backward implicit state h_ is a vector of
128 dimensions, and the forward implicit state h_, and the
backward implicit state h are combined to form an
encoded implicit state of 256 dimensions. In this embodi
ment, decoding is sequentially performed based on the
forward recurrent neural network and the backward recur

rent neural network , such that the characteristics of the

coordinate data can be accurately and quickly extracted ,
thereby generating new coordinate data that effectively
simulates real environments.

[ 0063 ] When the encoded implicit state is determined , the
encoded implicit state may be mapped into a mean vector u
and a standard deviation vector o , and then sampling is
performed to obtain the initial implicit state . As shown in
FIG . 3 , the encoded implicit state is inputted into a first
multi-layer perceptron MLP1 , which is used to map the
encoded implicit state to two vectors of a preset dimension ,
that is , the mean vector u and the standard deviation vector
o . The mean vector u and the standard deviation vector o
may represent a multivariate normal distribution N ( u, o ),
which is subsequently randomly sampled to obtain an
implicit random vector z . The implicit random vector z is
mapped by using a second multilayer perceptron MLP2 to
obtain the initial implicit state h, for decoding.
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[ 0064 ] Based on the above embodiments, the decoder that
performs the decoding processing may also be a single - layer
or multi - layer recurrent neural network , which performs
decoding on a sequence based on the recurrent neural
network . In an embodiment of the present disclosure , the
decoder is a Unidirectional Recurrent Neural Network ( Uni
directional RNN ), and in an i -th step of the decoding
process, decoding is performed based on the new coordinate
data generated in an ( i - 1 ) -th step and the implicit random
vector z . In an embodiment, in the above step 103 , perform
ing decoding processing on the initial implicit state to
determine the first coordinate sequence probability distribu

tion of the target object and the second coordinate sequence
probability distribution of the interactive object, determining
the new coordinate sequence of the target object by sampling
based on the first coordinate sequence probability distribu
tion, and determining the new coordinate sequence of the
interactive object by sampling based on the second coordi
nate sequence probability distribution includes the following
steps C1 to C4 .

[ 0065 ] In step C1 , decoding processing is performed on an

( i - 1 ) th implicit state based on the implicit random vector z
and ( i - 1 ) th new coordinate data , to determine an i -th
implicit state and an i -th coordinate data probability distri
bution , where the ( i - 1 )th new coordinate data includes
( i - 1 )th new coordinate data of the target object and (i - 1 )th
new coordinate data of the interactive object, and the i -th
coordinate data probability distribution includes an i - th first
coordinate data probability distribution and an i - th second
coordinate data probability distribution , an initial value of
the (i - 1 )th new coordinate data includes preset initial coor
dinate data of the target object and preset initial coordinate
data of the interactive object, and an initial value of the
( i - 1 )th implicit state is the initial implicit state ho .
[ 0066 ] In step C2 , i - th first new coordinate data of the
target object is determined by sampling based on the i -th first
coordinate data probability distribution , and i -th second new
coordinate data of the interactive object is determined by
sampling based on the i -th second coordinate data probabil
ity distribution .
[ 0067] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, a
previous implicit state is decoded based on the new coor
dinate data obtained in the previous step and the implicit
random vector z . Specifically, as shown in FIG . 3 , during the
decoding process of the i - th step , the ( i - 1 ) th new coordinate
data Di - 1 and the (i - 1 )th implicit state hi - 1 may be obtained
in advance, and the (i - 1 )th implicit state hi-1 is decoded
based on the implicit random vector z and the ( i - 1 ) th new
coordinate data Di - 1 , to generate an i -th implicit state h; and
an i -th coordinate data probability distribution Pi , where i -th

coordinate data probability distribution P includes an i -th
first coordinate data probability distribution p ; of the target
object and an i - th second coordinate data probability distri

bution p . of the interactive object. Next, the i - th first new
coordinate data di of the target object is determined by
sampling based on the i -th first coordinate data probability
distribution p ;' , and the i -th second new coordinate data dia
of the interactive object is determined by sampling based on
the second coordinate data sampling probability distribution
p.9 . The i -th first new coordinate data d ; and the i -th second
new coordinate data da are the i -th new coordinate data Di.
[ 0068 ] In addition, for the decoding process in a 1 -th step ,
zero - th new coordinate data is the preset initial coordinate
data Do , and a zero - th implicit state is the initial implicit

state ho . Specifically, the initial coordinate data D , is preset
first, and the initial coordinate data Do includes initial
coordinate data of the target object and initial coordinate
data of the interactive object. In an embodiment, the initial
coordinate data D , may be the initial coordinate data of the
two objects in a real interactive scenario , that is , the first
coordinate data in the first basic coordinate sequence and the
second basic coordinate sequence . Alternatively, the initial
coordinate data D , may also be a coordinate point set
manually, or may be coordinate data automatically gener
ated by other methods, which is not limited in this embodi
ment. As shown in FIG . 3 , in the decoding process of the
1 -th step , the initial implicit state h, is decoded based on the
implicit random vector z and the preset initial coordinate
data Do , to determine the 1 -th implicit state h , and the 1 -th
coordinate data probability distribution P2 . The 1 - th coor

dinate data probability distribution P , includes the 1 -th first
coordinate data probability distribution pi ' of the target

object and the 1 - th second coordinate data probability dis
tribution p , “ of the interactive object. Then , the 1 - th first new
coordinate data dj ' of the target object is determined by
sampling based on the 1 -th first coordinate data probability
distribution p? ' , and the 1 - th second new coordinate data da
of the interactive object is determined by sampling based on
the 1 -th second coordinate data probability distribution p . " .
The 1 -th first new coordinate data d ' and the 1 -th second
new coordinate data da are the 1 -th new coordinate data D ..
[ 0069 ] In step C3 , i is incremented, and processes of
determining the first new coordinate data and the second
new coordinate data are repeated, until decoding ends .
[ 0070 ] In step C4 , the new coordinate sequence of the
target object is generated based on all of the first new
coordinate data , and the new coordinate sequence of the
interactive object is generated based on all of the second new
coordinate data .

[ 0071 ] In the embodiments of the present disclosure , the
above steps C1 and C2 are performed in each step of the
decoding process until the decoding process ends. As shown
in FIG . 3 , the decoding process ends at the n -th step . In this
embodiment, the new coordinate data of each step, that is ,
D1, D2, ... , D , ... , D , may be sequentially determined
through the decoding processing, and the new coordinate
data of each step of the target object, that is , the first new
d;' , : , dna may be
coordinate data di' , dz', .
correspondingly determined , so as to generate the new
coordinate sequence of the target object. Similarly, the
second new coordinate data d ", d2 " , ... , di ", ... , d., of
the interactive object may be determined , to generate the
new coordinate sequence of the interactive object. The
number of pieces of the original coordinate data may be the
same as the number of pieces of the new coordinate data ,
that is , m = n in FIG . 3. In this embodiment, the implicit state
is decoded based on the implicit random vector z and the
new coordinate data from the previous step , such that the
implicit random vector z is emphasized at each step in the
decoding process, and the synthesized new coordinate data
better characterizes the object corresponding to the implicit
random vector z during interaction . For example, in the
vehicle interactive scenario , the characteristics of the
autonomous vehicle and the interactive vehicle correspond
ing to the implicit random vector z during interaction can be
emphasized.

[ 0072 ] In an embodiment, a Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) is used for representing the coordinate data prob
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ability distribution . The i -th coordinate data probability
distribution is determined in above step C1 by :
[ 0073] determining parameters (Hx", 0 ,* ", Y.x) of the i -th
first coordinate data probability distribution pir and param
eters (Wik" , Oick ", Yik ) of the i -th second coordinate data
probability distribution p ; " , where the i - th first coordinate
data probability distribution and the i -th second coordinate
data probability distribution are expressed by :
K

p;( xs,ys ) = N ( Xs, Ys I Hik , ok , Vix ),and
k=1

K

py(Xa,Ya ) =

k =1

N (Xa .Ya he orierVIN),

The initial implicit state is determined by performing ran

dom sampling on the implicit state probability distribution ,
and the coordinates of the target object and the interactive
object are obtained by performing random sampling on the
coordinate sequence probability distribution during the

decoding phase . Since random sampling is performed at two
stages , generation of interactive scenarios has multiple
modalities, and can be used for automatically generating
multiple different interactive scenarios for a same map . In
addition , during generation of an interactive scenario , the

basic coordinate sequence of the object is extracted as input,
and the parameters related to the map itself are weakened,
such that the method is not limited to a specific map , that is ,
the method can also be applied to a variety of maps , to
generate a variety of interactive scenarios in a variety of
maps . By sequentially performing decoding based on the
forward recurrent neural network and the backward recur

10074 ] where x , y, represents coordinate values of the first
coordinate data , Xa , Ya represents coordinate values of the
second coordinate data , the function NO represents a
Gaussian distribution density function , nik ", link ', Oi,k ", Yisko
respectively represent a weight, a mean vector, a standard
deviation vector, and a correlation vector of a k -th normal

distribution of a Gaussian mixture model of the i - th first

coordinate data probability distribution of the target object,
Nik ", Hi,K ", 0 , K " , Vink " respectively represent a weight, a mean

vector, a standard deviation vector, and a correlation vector
of a k -th normal distribution of a Gaussian mixture model of

the i -th second coordinate data probability distribution of the
interactive object,
K

???

1 and

Tik = 1 .

k= 1

[ 0075 ] In the embodiments of the present disclosure, the
Gaussian mixture model is used for describing the coordi
nate data probability distribution p ;' of the target object and
the coordinate data probability distribution pic of the inter
active object. Specifically , the decoder in the embodiment of
the present disclosure performs decoding to generate the

parameters of the corresponding Gaussian mixture model ,
that is , ( ! ** , 0 , * , Yux ) and (Hx", 0,4 ", Y.4 ") The two sets

of parameters respectively represent the coordinate data
probability distribution of the target object and the coordi
nate data probability distribution of the interactive object,
that is , the first coordinate data probability distribution and
the second coordinate data probability distribution of each
step may be respectively determined based on the two sets
of parameters. In the embodiment of the present disclosure,
in the process of training the overall model formed by the

encoder and the decoder, the coordinate sequence extracted

from the sample may be used as an input, and the parameters

of the corresponding Gaussian mixture model may be used
as the output for training. Specifically, training may be
performed based on a large amount of relevant data of real
interactive scenarios, such that the automatically generated

new coordinate data simulates real environments.

[ 0076 ] A method for generating an interactive scenario is

provided according to the embodiments of the present
disclosure . Basic coordinate sequences extracted from a real
interactive scenario are encoded and decoded, to generate

new coordinate sequences that simulate real environments .

rent neural network , features of the coordinate data can be

extracted more accurately and quickly, such that the gener
ated new coordinate data effectively simulate real environ
ments . The implicit state is decoded based on the implicit
random vector z and the new coordinate data from the
previous step , such that the implicit random vector z is
emphasized at each step in the decoding process , and the
synthesized new coordinate data better characterizes the
object corresponding to the implicit random vector z during

interaction .

[ 0077] The method for generating an interactive scenario
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure is
described in detail with reference to FIGS . 1 to 3. The
method may be implemented by a corresponding apparatus.
In the following, an apparatus for generating an interactive

scenario according to an embodiment of the present disclo
sure is described in detail with reference to FIGS . 4 and 5 .
[ 0078 ] FIG . 4 shows a schematic structural diagram of an
apparatus for generating an interactive scenario according to
an embodiment of the present disclosure . As shown in FIG .
4 , the apparatus for generating an interactive scenario
includes an encoding module 41 , a sampling state module
42 , and a decoding sampling module 43 .
[ 0079 ] The encoding module 41 is configured to obtain a
first basic coordinate sequence of a target object and a
second basic coordinate sequence of an interactive object,
and perform encoding processing on the first basic coordi
nate sequence and the second basic coordinate sequence to
generate an encoded implicit state .
[ 0080 ] The sampling state module 42 is configured to
determine an implicit state probability distribution corre
sponding to the encoded implicit state based on the encoded
implicit state , and determine an initial implicit state by
sampling based on the implicit state probability distribution .
[ 0081 ] The decoding sampling module is configured to
perform decoding processing on the initial implicit state to
determine a first coordinate sequence probability distribu
tion of the target object and a second coordinate sequence
probability distribution of the interactive object, determine a
new coordinate sequence of the target object by sampling
based on the first coordinate sequence probability distribu
tion , and determine a new coordinate sequence of the
interactive object by sampling based on the second coordi
nate sequence probability distribution.
[ 0082 ] The apparatus for generating an interactive sce
nario is provided according to the embodiments of the
present disclosure . Basic coordinate sequences extracted
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from a real interactive scenario are encoded and decoded , to
generate new coordinate sequences that simulate real envi

ronments . The initial implicit state is determined by per
forming random sampling on the implicit state probability
distribution , and the coordinates of the target object and the
interactive object are obtained by performing random sam
pling on the coordinate sequence probability distribution
during the decoding phase. Since random sampling is per
formed at two stages , generation of interactive scenarios has
multiple modalities, and can be used for automatically
generating multiple different interactive scenarios for a same
map . In addition , during generation of an interactive sce
nario , the basic coordinate sequence of the object is
extracted as input, and the parameters related to the map
itself are weakened, such that the apparatus is not limited to
a specific map , that is , the apparatus can also be applied to
a variety of maps , to generate a variety of interactive
scenarios in a variety of maps.
[ 0083 ] Based on the above embodiment, the encoding
module 41 being configured to perform encoding processing
on the first basic coordinate sequence and the second basic
coordinate sequence to generate the encoded implicit state
includes the encoding module 41 being configured to :

[ 0084 ] determine multiple pieces of first coordinate data
mine multiple pieces of second coordinate data contained in
the second basic coordinate sequence , where the number of
pieces of the first coordinate data is the same as the number
of pieces of the second coordinate data ; and
contained in the first basic coordinate sequence , and deter

[ 0085 ] generate multiple sets of coordinate data based on

the first coordinate data and the second coordinate data at

same timings , perform encoding processing by sequentially

[ 0092 ] respectively sample the first trajectory and the
second trajectory in a same sampling manner to determine
multiple pieces of first coordinate data of multiple position
points of the target object and multiple pieces of second
coordinate data of multiple position points of the interactive
object, generate the first basic coordinate sequence based on
the multiple pieces of first coordinate data , and generate the
second basic coordinate sequence based on the multiple

pieces of second coordinate data .

[ 0093 ] Based on the above embodiment, the sampling

state module being configured to determine the implicit state

probability distribution corresponding to the encoded
implicit state based on the encoded implicit state includes
the sampling state module being configured to :
[ 0094 ] mapping the encoded implicit state into a mean

vector u having a preset dimension and a standard deviation
vector o having the preset dimension, to obtain a multivari
ate normal distribution N ( u , 0) , and constrain a distance
between the multivariate normal distribution N (u , o) and a
standard multivariate normal distribution N (0,1 ) based on
KL divergence, where I represents a unit matrix having the
preset dimension .
[ 0095 ] Based on the above embodiment, the sampling
state module 42 being configured to determine the initial
implicit state by sampling based on the implicit state prob
ability distribution includes the sampling state module 42
being configured to :

[ 0096 ] perform random sampling based on the implicit
state probability distribution , to obtain an implicit random
vector z, andmap the implicit random vector z into the initial
implicit state h, for decoding.

inputting the multiple sets of coordinate data into a trained
recurrent neural network , and generate the encoded implicit
state based on an output of the recurrent neural network .
[ 0086 ] Based on the above embodiment, the recurrent

[ 0097] Based on the above embodiment, referring to FIG .
5 , the decoding sampling module 43 includes a decoding
unit 431 , a sampling unit 432 , and a sequence generating

and a backward recurrent neural network . The encoding
by sequentially inputting the multiple sets of coordinate data

decoding processing on an ( i - 1 )th implicit state based on the

neural network includes a forward recurrent neural network

module 41 being configured to perform encoding processing

into the trained recurrent neural network , and generate the
encoded implicit state based on the output of the recurrent
neural network includes the encoding module 41 being
configured to :

[ 0087 ] sequentially input the multiple sets of coordinate
data into the forward recurrent neural network in a chrono
logical order, and generate a forward implicit state based on
an output of the forward recurrent neural network ,
[ 0088 ] sequentially input the multiple sets of coordinate
data into the backward recurrent neural network in a reverse

chronological order, and generate a backward implicit state
based on an output of the backward recurrent neural net
work , and
[ 0089 ] generate the encoded implicit state by combining
the forward implicit state and the backward implicit state .
[ 0090 ] Based on the above embodiment, the encoding
module 41 being configured to obtain the first basic coor
dinate sequence of the target object and the second basic
coordinate sequence of the interactive object includes the
encoding module 41 being configured to :
[ 0091 ] obtain a first trajectory of the target object within a
preset time period, and obtain a second trajectory of the
interactive object within the preset time period, and

unit 433 .

[ 0098 ] The decoding unit 431 is configured to perform
implicit random vector z and (i - 1 )th new coordinate data to
determine an i -th implicit state and an i -th coordinate data

probability distribution , where the (i - 1 )th new coordinate
data includes ( i - 1 ) th new coordinate data of the target object
and (i - 1 )th new coordinate data of the interactive object, and
the i -th coordinate data probability distribution includes an
i -th first coordinate data probability distribution and an i - th
second coordinate data probability distribution, an initial
value of the ( i - 1 ) th new coordinate data includes preset
initial coordinate data of the target object and preset initial

coordinate data of the interactive object, and an initial value
of the (i - 1 )th implicit state is the initial implicit state ho .
[ 0099 ] The sampling unit 432 is configured to determine
i - th first new coordinate data of the target object by sampling
based on the i -th first coordinate data probability distribu
tion , and determine i -th second new coordinate data of the
interactive object by sampling based on the i -th second
coordinate data probability distribution .
[ 0100 ] The sequence generating unit 433 is configured to

increment i , and repeat processes of determining the first
until decoding ends, generate the new coordinate sequence
of the target object based on all of the first new coordinate

new coordinate data and the second new coordinate data ,

data, and generate the new coordinate sequence of the

interactive object based on all of the second new coordinate

data .
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[ 0101 ] Based on the above embodiment, the decoding unit
431 being configured to determine the i - th coordinate data
probability distribution includes the decoding unit 431 being
configured to :

[ 0102 ] determining parameters (Hi,k ", Oi,k ", Yi,k ) of the i -th

first coordinate data probability distribution p ;' and param
eters ( link “, Oik" , Vinka) of the i -th second coordinate data
probability distribution pic , where the i - th first coordinate
data probability distribution and the i - th second coordinate
data probability distribution are expressed by :

p}(Xs,ya ) = N (Xs, yo lalik, oigo Vix),and
k=1

K

py(Xa, ya ) = N (Xa, Ya he key of the YON ),
k =1

[ 0103 ] where x , y, represents coordinate values of the first
second coordinate data , the function NO represents a
Gaussian distribution density function, ti,k ", link ', Oi,k ", Yiskº
coordinate data , Xa , Ya represents coordinate values of the

respectively represent a weight, a mean vector , a standard
deviation vector, and a correlation vector of a k -th normal

distribution of a Gaussian mixture model of the i - th first

coordinate data probability distribution of the target object,

Tink ", Hink ", Oik" , Yinka respectively represent a weight, a mean

vector, a standard deviation vector, and a correlation vector

of a k -th normal distribution of a Gaussian mixture model of

the i - th second coordinate data probability distribution of the
interactive object,
K

K

Tik = 1 and k = 1Think = 1 .
k= 1

[ 0104 ] An apparatus for generating an interactive scenario
is provided according to the embodiments of the present

disclosure . Basic coordinate sequences extracted from a real
interactive scenario are encoded and decoded , to generate
new coordinate sequences that simulate real environments .

The initial implicit state is determined by performing ran
dom sampling on the implicit state probability distribution ,
and the coordinates of the target object and the interactive
object are obtained by performing random sampling on the

coordinate sequence probability distribution during the
decoding phase. Since random sampling is performed at two
stages , generation of interactive scenarios has multiple
modalities , and can be used for automatically generating
multiple different interactive scenarios for a same map . In
addition , during generation of an interactive scenario , the
basic coordinate sequence of the object is extracted as input,
and the parameters related to the map itself are weakened,
such that the apparatus is not limited to a specific map , that
is , the apparatus can also be applied to a variety of maps , to
generate a variety of interactive scenarios in a variety of
maps . By sequentially performing decoding based on the
forward recurrent neural network and the backward recur

rent neural network , features of the coordinate data can be

extracted more accurately and quickly, such that the gener

ated new coordinate data effectively simulate real environ
ments . The implicit state is decoded based on the implicit

random vector z and the new coordinate data from the

previous step , such that the implicit random vector z is

emphasized at each step in the decoding process , and the
synthesized new coordinate data better characterizes the

object corresponding to the implicit random vector z during
interaction .

[ 0105 ] An electronic device is provided according to an

embodiment of the present disclosure. The electronic device
includes a bus , a transceiver, a memory, a processor, and a
computer program stored in the memory and executable by
the processor. The transceiver, the memory, and the proces
sor are connected with each other via the bus . The computer
program , when executed by the processor, causes the pro
cesses of the method for generating an interactive scenario
according the embodiments to be performed , and achieves
the same technical effect, which is not repeated here for the
sake of brevity.
[ 0106 ] In an embodiment, referring to FIG . 6 , an elec
tronic device is further provided . The electronic device
includes a bus 1110 , a processor 1120 , a transceiver 1130 , a
bus interface 1140 , a memory 1150 , and a user interface
1160 .

[ 0107] In an embodiment of the present disclosure , the
stored on the memory 1150 and executable by the processor
1120. The computer program , when executed by the pro
cessor 1120 , implements the following steps:
[ 0108 ] obtaining a first basic coordinate sequence of a
target object and a second basic coordinate sequence of an
interactive object, and performing encoding processing on
the first basic coordinate sequence and the second basic
coordinate sequence to generate an encoded implicit state ;
[ 0109 ] determining an implicit state probability distribu
tion corresponding to the encoded implicit state based on the
encoded implicit state , and determining an initial implicit
state by sampling based on the implicit state probability
distribution; and
[ 0110 ] performing decoding processing on the initial
implicit state to determine a first coordinate sequence prob
ability distribution of the target object and a second coor
dinate sequence probability distribution of the interactive
object, determining a new coordinate sequence of the target
object by sampling based on the first coordinate sequence
probability
distribution, and determining a new coordinate
sequence of the interactive object by sampling based on the
second coordinate sequence probability distribution .
[ 0111 ] In an embodiment, the computer program , when
executed by the processor 1120 , implementing the step of
performing encoding processing on the first basic coordinate
sequence and the second basic coordinate sequence to
generate the encoded implicit state, includes the computer
program causing the processor to implements the following
electronic device further includes : a computer program

steps :

[ 0112 ] determining multiple pieces of first coordinate data
contained in the first basic coordinate sequence , and deter
mining multiple pieces of second coordinate data contained

in the second basic coordinate sequence, where the number
of pieces of the first coordinate data is the same as the
number of pieces of the second coordinate data; and
[ 0113 ] generating multiple sets of coordinate data based
on the first coordinate data and the second coordinate data at
same timings, performing encoding processing by sequen

tially inputting the multiple sets of coordinate data into a
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trained recurrent neural network , and generating the
encoded implicit state based on an output of the recurrent
neural network .
[ 0114 ] In an embodiment, the computer program , when
executed by the processor 1120 , implementing the step of
performing encoding processing by sequentially inputting
the plurality of sets of coordinate data into the trained
recurrent neural network , and generating the encoded
implicit state based on the output of the recurrent neural
network includes the computer program causing the proces
sor to implements the following steps:
[ 0115 ] sequentially inputting the multiple sets of coordi
nate data into the forward recurrent neural network in a
chronological order, and generating a forward implicit state
based on an output of the forward recurrent neural network,
[ 0116 ] sequentially inputting the multiple sets of coordi
nate data into the backward recurrent neural network in a
reverse chronological order, and generating a backward
implicit state based on an output of the backward recurrent
neural network , and
[ 0117] generating the encoded implicit state by combining
the forward implicit state and the backward implicit state .
[ 0118 ] In an embodiment, the computer program , when
executed by the processor 1120 , implementing the step of
obtaining the first basic coordinate sequence of the target
object and the second basic coordinate sequence of the
interactive object includes the computer program causing
the processor to implements the following steps:
[ 0119 ] obtaining a first trajectory of the target object
within a preset time period, and obtaining a second trajec
tory of the interactive object within the preset time period ,
and

[ 0120 ] respectively sampling the first trajectory and the

second trajectory in a same sampling manner to determine
multiple pieces of first coordinate data of multiple position
points of the target object and multiple pieces of second
coordinate data of multiple position points of the interactive
object, generating the first basic coordinate sequence based

on the multiple pieces of first coordinate data, and generat
ing the second basic coordinate sequence based on the

multiple pieces of second coordinate data .
[ 0121 ] In an embodiment, the computer program , when
executed by the processor 1120 , implementing the step of
determining the implicit state probability distribution corre
sponding to the encoded implicit state based on the encoded

implicit state includes the computer program causing the
processor to implements the following step :
[ 0122 ] mapping the encoded implicit state into a mean
vector u having a preset dimension and a standard deviation
vector o having the preset dimension, to obtain a multivari
ate normal distribution N ( u , 0 ), and constraining a distance
between the multivariate normal distribution N (u , 0) and a
standard multivariate normal distribution N (0,1 ) based on
KL divergence, where I represents a unit matrix having the
preset dimension .
[ 0123 ] In an embodiment, the computer program , when
executed by the processor 1120 , implementing the step of
determining the initial implicit state by sampling based on
the implicit state probability distribution includes the com

vector z , and mapping the implicit random vector z into the
initial implicit state h , for decoding.
[ 0125 ] In an embodiment, the computer program , when
executed by the processor 1120 , implementing the step of
performing decoding processing on the initial implicit state
to determine the first coordinate sequence probability dis
tribution of the target object and the second coordinate

sequence probability distribution of the interactive object,
determining the new coordinate sequence ofthe target object
by sampling based on the first coordinate sequence prob

ability distribution , and determining the new coordinate
sequence of the interactive object by sampling based on the
second coordinate sequence probability distribution includes
the computer program causing the processor to implements
the following steps:
[ 0126 ] performing decoding processing on an ( i - 1 )th
implicit state based on the implicit random vector z and
( i - 1 )th new coordinate data to determine an i -th implicit
state and an i -th coordinate data probability distribution ,
where the ( i - 1 ) th new coordinate data includes (i - 1 )th new
coordinate data of the target object and (i - 1 )th new coor
dinate data of the interactive object, and the i -th coordinate
data probability distribution includes an i - th first coordinate
data probability distribution and an i - th second coordinate
data probability distribution , an initial value of the ( i - 1 ) th
new coordinate data includes preset initial coordinate data of
the target object and preset initial coordinate data of the
interactive object, and an initial value of the (i - 1 )th implicit
state is the initial implicit state ho ;
[ 0127] determine i - th first new coordinate data of the
target object by sampling based on the i -th first coordinate
data probability distribution , and determine i -th second new
coordinate data of the interactive object by sampling based
on the i - th second coordinate data probability distribution ;
[ 0128 ] incrementing i , and repeating processes of deter
mining the first new coordinate data and the second new
coordinate data , until decoding ends; and
[ 0129 ] generating the new coordinate sequence of the
target object based on all of the first new coordinate data ,
and generating the new coordinate sequence of the interac
tive object based on all of the second new coordinate data .

[ 0130 ] In an embodiment, the computer program , when
executed by the processor 1120 , implementing the step of
determining the i -th coordinate data probability distribution
includes the computer program causing the processor to
implements the following steps :
[ 0131 ] determining parameters ( Ui,k ", Oi,k ", Yi ,k ) of the i - th
first coordinate data probability distribution p ; and param
eters ( link ", Oik ", Yi k ) of the i - th second coordinate data
probability distribution p ; a , where the i - th first coordinate
data probability distribution and the i - th second coordinate
data probability distribution are expressed by :

p {( {s, Ys ) = TEN (*s, Ys | Mika Cik Yix ), and
?

py(Xa, ya ) = N (Xa, ya tentang og koPint),
k= 1

puter program causing the processor to implements the
following step :

[ 0124 ] performing random sampling based on the implicit

state probability distribution, to obtain an implicit random

[ 0132 ] where xs , y represents coordinate values of the first
coordinate data , xq , ya represents coordinate values of the
second coordinate data , the function NO represents a
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Gaussian distribution density function , Ti,k ", Mink ", Oi,k ". Yi ke
respectively represent a weight, a mean vector, a standard
deviation vector, and a correlation vector of a k -th normal
distribution of a Gaussian mixture model of the i - th first

coordinate data probability distribution of the target object,

NEM ,

OK " , Vink respectively represent a weight, a mean

vector, a standard deviation vector, and a correlation vector
of a k -th normal distribution of a Gaussian mixture model of

the i - th second coordinate data probability distribution of the
interactive object,
K

???? = 1 and ???, =1.
k= 1

k=1

[ 0133 ] The transceiver 1130 is configured to receive and
send data under control of the processor 1120 .

[ 0134 ] In an embodiment of the present disclosure , a bus
architecture is represented by a bus 1110. The bus 1110 may
include any number of interconnected buses and bridges ,
and the bus 1110 connects circuitry of one or more proces
sors represented by the processor 1120 and a memory
represented by the memory 1150 with each other.
[ 0135 ] The bus 1110 represents one or more of any one of
several types of bus structures, including a memory bus and
a memory controller, a peripheral bus , an Accelerate Graphi
cal Port (AGP ) , a processor, or a local bus of any bus
structure in various bus architectures . By way of example
and not limitation , such architectures include : Industry Stan
dard Architecture (ISA) bus , Micro Channel Architecture
( MCA) bus , Extended ISA ( Enhanced ISA , EISA) bus ,
Video Electronics Standard Association (VESA ) bus , and
Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI ) bus .
[ 0136 ] The processor 1120 may be an integrated circuit
chip with signal processing capabilities. In the implemen
tation process, the steps of the foregoing method embodi
ments may be implemented by an integrated logic circuit in
the form of hardware in the processor or instructions in the
form of software . The above processors include : a general
purpose processor, a Central Processing Unit ( CPU) , a
Network Processor (NP ), a Digital Signal Processor ( DSP ) ,
an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC ), a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA ), a Complex Program
mable Logic Device (CPLD ) , a Programmable Logic Array
( PLA) , a Microcontroller Unit (MCU) , or other program
mable logic devices, discrete gates , transistor logic devices,
discrete hardware components, for implementing or execut
ing the methods, steps, and logical block diagrams disclosed
in the embodiments of the present disclosure . For example,
the processor may be a single -core processor or a multi - core
processor, and the processor may be integrated into a single
chip or located on multiple different chips.
[ 0137] The processor 1120 may be a microprocessor or
any conventional processor. The method steps disclosed in
conjunction with the embodiments of the present disclosure
may be directly performed by a hardware decoding proces
sor, or may be performed by a combination of hardware in
the decoding processor and software modules. The software
modules may be located in a Random Access Memory
(RAM ), a Flash Memory ( Flash Memory ), a Read - Only
Memory (ROM ) , a Programmable Read Only Memory
(Programmable ROM , PROM) , an erasable and removable

Programming read -only memory (( Erasable PROM ,

EPROM) , registers and other readable storage mediums
the memory , and the processor reads the information in the
memory and implements the steps of the above method in

known in the art. The readable storage medium is located in
combination with its hardware.

[ 0138 ] The bus 1110 may also connect various other

circuits such as peripheral devices, voltage regulators, or
power management circuits with each other. The bus inter
face 1140 provides an interface between the bus 1110 and the
transceiver 1130 , which are well known in the art. Therefore,
it will not be further described in the embodiments of the
present disclosure.
[ 0139 ] The transceiver 1130 may be one element or mul

tiple elements, such as multiple receivers and transmitters,
providing a unit for communicating with various other
devices on a transmission medium . For example, the trans
ceiver 1130 receives external data from other devices, and
the transceiver 1130 is configured to send the data processed
by the processor 1120 to other devices. Depending on the
nature of the computer system , a user interface 1160 may
also be provided, which includes , for example : a touch
screen , a physical keyboard , a display, a mouse , a speaker,
a microphone, a trackball, a joystick , and a stylus.
[ 0140 ] It should be understood that, in the embodiments of
the present disclosure, the memory 1150 may further include
memories set remotely with respect to the processor 1120 ,
and these remotely set memories may be connected to the
server through a network . One or more parts of the above

network may be an ad hoc network , an intranet, an extranet,
a Virtual Private Network ( VPN ), a Local Area Network
(LAN ), a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN ), a Wide
Area Network (WAN ), a Wireless Wide Area Network
(WWAN ), a Metropolitan Area Network (MAN ), the Inter
net, a Public Switched Telephone Network ( PSTN) , a Plain
Old Telephone Service Network ( POTS ) , a Cellular Tele
phone Network, a wireless network , a Wireless Fidelity
(Wi- Fi) network and a combination of two or more of the
above networks. For example, the cellular telephone net
work and the wireless network may be a Global Mobile
Communication ( GSM ) system , a Code Division Multiple
Access ( CDMA ) system , a Global Microwave Intercon

nected Access (WiMAX ) system , a General Packet Radio
Service (GPRS ) system , and a Wideband Code Division
Multiple Address ( WCDMA ) system , a Long Term Evolu
tion ( LTE ) system , an LTE Frequency Division Duplex
(FDD ) system , an LTE Time Division Duplex (TDD ) sys
tem , an advanced long term evolution ( LTE - A ) system , an
Universal Mobile Telecommunications (UMTS ) system , an
Enhanced Mobile Broadband ( MBB ) system , a mass

Machine Type of Communication (mMTC ) system , an ultra
Reliable Low Latency Communications ( URLLC ) system ,
and the like .
[ 0141 ] It should be understood that the memory 1150 in
the embodiments of the present disclosure may be a volatile
memory or a non -volatile memory , or may include both a
volatile memory and a non - volatile memory. The non
volatile memory includes : a Read- Only Memory (ROM) , a
Programmable Read - Only Memory ( Programmable ROM ,
PROM) , an Erasable Programmable Read -Only Memory
(Erasable PROM , EPROM ) , an Electronically Erasable Pro
grammable Read Only Memory (Electrically EPROM ,
EEPROM ) or a Flash Memory ( Flash Memory ).
[ 0142 ] The volatile memory includes : a Random Access
Memory (RAM ), which is used as an external cache . By way
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of example but not limitation , many forms of RAM may be
used , such as : a Static Random Access Memory ( Static
RAM , SRAM ), a Dynamic Random Access Memory (Dy
namic RAM , DRAM ), a Synchronous Dynamic Random
Access Memory ( Synchronous DRAM , SDRAM ), a Double
Data Rate Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory
( Double Data Rate SDRAM , DDRSDRAM ), an Enhanced
Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory ( Enhanced
SDRAM , ESDRAM ), a Synchronous Linked Dynamic Ran
dom Access Memory ( Synchlink DRAM , SLDRAM ), and a
direct memory bus random access memory ( Direct Rambus
RAM , DRRAM ). The memory 1150 of the electronic device
described in the embodiments of the present disclosure
includes but is not limited to the above and any other
suitable types of memories.

[ 0143 ] In the embodiments of the present disclosure, the
memory 1150 stores the following elements of the operating
system 1151 and the application 1152 : executable modules,
data structures , a subset of the executable modules and the
structures, or an extended set of the executable modules and

the structures .

[ 0144 ] Specifically, the operating system 1151 includes
various system programs, such as a framework layer, a core
library layer, a driver layer, and the like, for implementing
various basic services and processing hardware - based tasks .
The application 1152 includes various applications, such as
a Media Player and a Browser, which are used to implement
various application services . The program for implementing
the method of the embodiment of the present disclosure may
be included in the application 1152. The application 1152
include : applets , objects, components, logic , data structures,
and other computer system executable instructions that
perform specific tasks or implement specific abstract data

types.

[ 0145 ] In addition, a computer -readable storage medium
on which a computer program is stored is further provided
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The
computer program , when executed by a processor, causes
the processes of the method for generating an interactive
scenario according the embodiments to be performed , and

achieves the same technical effect, which is not repeated
here for the sake of brevity.
[ 0146 ] The computer program , when executed by a pro

cessor, implements the following steps :
[ 0147] obtaining a first basic coordinate sequence of a
target object and a second basic coordinate sequence of an
interactive object, and performing encoding processing on
the first basic coordinate sequence and the second basic
coordinate sequence to generate an encoded implicit state ;

[ 0148 ] determining an implicit state probability distribu

tion corresponding to the encoded implicit state based on the
encoded implicit state , and determining an initial implicit
state by sampling based on the implicit state probability
distribution ; and
[ 0149 ] performing decoding processing on the initial
implicit state to determine a first coordinate sequence prob
ability distribution of the target object and a second coor
dinate sequence probability distribution of the interactive
object, determining a new coordinate sequence of the target
object by sampling based on the first coordinate sequence
probability distribution , and determining a new coordinate
sequence of the interactive object by sampling based on the
second coordinate sequence probability distribution .

[ 0150 ] In an embodiment, the computer program , when
executed by the processor 1120 , implementing the step of

performing encoding processing on the first basic coordinate
sequence and the second basic coordinate sequence to
generate the encoded implicit state , includes the computer
program causing the processor to implements the following
steps :

[0151] determining multiple pieces of first coordinate data

contained in the first basic coordinate sequence , and deter

mining multiple pieces of second coordinate data contained
in the second basic coordinate sequence , where the number
of pieces of the first coordinate data is the same as the
number of pieces of the second coordinate data ; and
[ 0152 ] generating multiple sets of coordinate data based
on the first coordinate data and the second coordinate data at

same timings , performing encoding processing by sequen

tially inputting the multiple sets of coordinate data into a
trained recurrent neural network , and generating the
encoded implicit state based on an output of the recurrent
neural network .
[ 0153 ] In an embodiment, the computer program , when
executed by the processor 1120 , implementing the step of
performing encoding processing by sequentially inputting
the multiple sets of coordinate data into the trained recurrent
neural network, and generating the encoded implicit state
based on the output of the recurrent neural network includes

the computer program causing the processor to implements
the following steps:
[ 0154 ] sequentially inputting the multiple sets of coordi
nate data into the forward recurrent neural network in a
chronological order, and generating a forward implicit state
based on an output of the forward recurrent neural network,
[ 0155 ] sequentially inputting the multiple sets of coordi
nate data into the backward recurrent neural network in a
reverse chronological order, and generating a backward
implicit state based on an output of the backward recurrent
[ 0156 ] generating the encoded implicit state by combining
the forward implicit state and the backward implicit state .
[ 0157] In an embodiment, the computer pro am, when
neural network , and

executed by the processor 1120 , implementing the step of
obtaining the first basic coordinate sequence of the target
object and the second basic coordinate sequence of the
interactive object includes the computer program causing

the processor to implements the following steps:
[ 0158 ] obtaining a first trajectory of the target object
within a preset time period, and obtaining a second trajec
tory of the interactive object within the preset time period ,
and
[ 0159 ] respectively sampling the first trajectory and the
second trajectory in a same sampling manner to determine
multiple pieces of first coordinate data of multiple position
points of the target object and multiple pieces of second
coordinate data of multiple position points of the interactive
object, generating the first basic coordinate sequence based
on the multiple pieces of first coordinate data , and generat
ing the second basic coordinate sequence based on the
multiple pieces of second coordinate data .
[ 0160 ] In an embodiment, the computer program , when
executed by the processor 1120 , implementing the step of
determining the implicit state probability distribution corre
sponding to the encoded implicit state based on the encoded
implicit state includes the computer program causing the
processor to implements the following step :
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[ 0161 ] mapping the encoded implicit state into a mean

vector u having a preset dimension and a standard deviation
vector o having the preset dimension, to obtain a multivari

ate normal distribution N ( u , 0 ), and constraining a distance
between the multivariate normal distribution N (u , 0) and a
standard multivariate normal distribution N (0,1 ) based on
KL divergence, where I represents a unit matrix having the
preset dimension .
[ 0162 ] In an embodiment, the computer program , when
executed by the processor 1120 , implementing the step of
determining the initial implicit state by sampling based on
the implicit state probability distribution includes the com
puter program causing the processor to implements the
following step:
[ 0163 ] performing random sampling based on the implicit
state probability distribution , to obtain an implicit random
vector z , and mapping the implicit random vector z into the

eters ( Uick" , Oik ", Yick ') of the i -th second coordinate data
probability distribution p ;', where the i - th first coordinate

data probability distribution and the i - th second coordinate
data probability distribution are expressed by :

p;( Xs,Ys ) =

N (Xs,Ys I heint, , Vik ), and
K

p (xa,ya ) =

E RE N (Xa,ya heik , ok YER ),

k= 1

[ 0171 ] where xx , y, represents coordinate values of the first
coordinate data, Xa Ya represents coordinate values of the
second coordinate data , the function NO represents a

initial implicit state h, for decoding.
[ 0164 ] In an embodiment, the computer program , when

Gaussian distribution density function, ti,k ", link ', Oi,k ", Yinka
respectively represent a weight, a mean vector, a standard

performing decoding processing on the initial implicit state
to determine the first coordinate sequence probability dis

distribution of a Gaussian mixture model of the i - th first

sequence probability distribution of the interactive object,
determining the new coordinate sequence of the target object
by sampling based on the first coordinate sequence prob
ability distribution, and determining the new coordinate
sequence of the interactive object by sampling based on the
second coordinate sequence probability distribution includes
the computer program causing the processor to implements
the following steps :
( 0165 ] performing decoding processing on an ( i - 1 ) th
implicit state based on the implicit random vector z and
( i - 1 ) th new coordinate data to determine an i - th implicit
state and an i -th coordinate data probability distribution ,

vector, a standard deviation vector, and a correlation vector

executed by the processor 1120 , implementing the step of

tribution of the target object and the second coordinate

where the ( i - 1 ) th new coordinate data includes (i - 1 )th new
coordinate data of the target object and (i - 1 )th new coor
dinate data of the interactive object, and the i -th coordinate
data probability distribution includes an i -th first coordinate
data probability distribution and an i - th second coordinate
data probability distribution , an initial value of the (i - 1 )th
new coordinate data includes preset initial coordinate data of
the target object and preset initial coordinate data of the
interactive object, and an initial value of the (i - 1 )th implicit
state is the initial implicit state ho ;
[ 0166 ] determine i - th first new coordinate data of the
target object by sampling based on the i -th first coordinate
data probability distribution , and determine i -th second new
coordinate data of the interactive object by sampling based

on the i -th second coordinate data probability distribution ;
[ 0167 ] incrementing i , and repeating processes of deter

mining the first new coordinate data and the second new
coordinate data , until decoding ends ; and
[ 0168 ] generating the new coordinate sequence of the
target object based on all of the first new coordinate data ,
and generating the new coordinate sequence of the interac
tive object based on all of the second new coordinate data.
[ 0169 ] In an embodiment, the computer program , when
executed by the processor 1120 , implementing the step of
determining the i -th coordinate data probability distribution
includes the computer program causing the processor to
implements the following steps :

[ 0170 ] determining parameters (14 * , 06 , Y.4 ) of the i - th

first coordinate data probability distribution p ;' and param

deviation vector, and a correlation vector of a k - th normal

coordinate data probability distribution of the target object,
Tik" , Hi,k Oik" , Yinka respectively represent a weight, a mean

of a k - th normal distribution of a Gaussian mixture model of

the i -th second coordinate data probability distribution of the
interactive object,
K

??? = 1 and

Think = 1 .

k= 1

[ 0172 ] The computer - readable storage medium includes :

permanent and non -permanent, removable and non -remov
able mediums , and is a tangible device that is capable of

retaining and storing instructions for use by instruction
execution devices. The computer- readable storage medium
includes : an electronic storage device, a magnetic storage
device, an optical storage device, an electromagnetic storage

device , a semiconductor storage device, and any suitable
combination of the foregoing. The computer readable stor
age medium includes : a Phase Change Memory (PRAM ), a
Static Random Access Memory ( SRAM ), a Dynamic Ran
dom Access Memory (DRAM ), other types of Random
Access Memories (RAM ), a Read Only Memory ( ROM ), a
Non - Volatile Random Access Memory (NVRAM ), an Elec
trically Erasable Programmable Read - Only Memory ( EE
PROM) , a flash memory or another memory technology , a
Compact Disc Read - Only Memory ( CD - ROM) , a Digital
Versatile Disc (DVD ) or another optical storage, a magnetic
cassette storage , a magnetic tape storage or another magnetic
storage device , a memory stick , a mechanical coding device
( such as a punched card or raised structures in grooves on
which instructions are recorded) or any other non -transmis
sion medium that can be used to store information that may
be accessed by computing devices . According to the defi
nition in the embodiments of the present disclosure, the
computer-readable storage medium does not include the
temporary signal itself, such as radio waves or other freely
propagating electromagnetic waves , electromagnetic waves
propagating through waveguides or other transmission
media ( such as optical pulses passing through fiber optic
cables ), or electrical signals transmitted through wires .
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[ 0173 ] In the embodiments according to the present appli
cation, it should be understood that the disclosed apparatus,
electronic device and method may be implemented in other
ways . For example , the apparatus embodiments described
above are only schematic . For example, the units or modules
are divided based on a logic function thereof, and they may
be divided in another way in practice. For example , multiple
units or modules may be combined or integrated into another
system , or some features may be omitted or not performed .
In addition , a coupling , a direct coupling or a communica
tion connection between displayed or discussed constitu
tional components may be an indirect coupling or a com
munication connection via some interfaces, devices or
modules, and may be in an electrical form , a mechanical
form or another form .
[ 0174 ] The units illustrated as separate components may
be or may not be separated physically, and the component
displayed as a unit may be or may not be a physical unit.
That is , the components may be located at the same place ,
or may be distributed on multiple network units , and some
of or all of the units can be selected , as required, to solve the
problem solved by the solution according to the embodi
ments of the present disclosure .
[ 0175 ] In addition, each function unit according to each
embodiment of the present disclosure may be integrated into
one processing unit , or may be a separate unit physically, or
two or more units are integrated into one unit. The integrated
unit described above may be realized in a hardware way, or
may be realized by a software function unit.
[ 0176 ] The integrated unit may be stored in a computer
readable storage medium if the integrated unit is imple
mented in a software function unit and sold or used as a

separate product. Base on such understanding, the essential

part of the technical solution of the present application or the
part of the technical solution of the present application
contributed to the conventional technology or all of or a part
of the technical solution may be embodied in a software
product way . The computer software product is stored in a
storage medium , which includes several instructions to
make a computer device (may be a personal computer, a
server , a network device or the like) execute all or a part of
steps of the method according to each embodiment of the

present application . The storage medium described above

includes various mediums listed above which can store

program codes .
[ 0177] Specific embodiments of the present disclosure are
disclosed as described above, but the scope of protection of
the present disclosure is not limited thereto . Changes and
alteration which may be thought in the technical scope
disclosed by the present disclosure by one skilled in the art

should fall within the scope of protection of the present
disclosure. Therefore, the scope of protection of the present

disclosure should be defined by the appended claims .
1. A method for generating an interactive scenario , com
prising:
obtaining a first basic coordinate sequence of a target
object and a second basic coordinate sequence of an
interactive object, and performing encoding processing
on the first basic coordinate sequence and the second
basic coordinate sequence to generate an encoded
implicit state ;
determining an implicit state probability distribution cor
responding to the encoded implicit state based on the

encoded implicit state , and determining an initial

implicit state by sampling based on the implicit state
probability distribution , and
performing decoding processing on the initial implicit
state to determine a first coordinate sequence probabil
ity distribution of the target object and a second coor
dinate sequence probability distribution of the interac
tive object, determining a new coordinate sequence of
the target object by sampling based on the first coor
dinate sequence probability distribution , and determin
ing a new coordinate sequence of the interactive object
by sampling based on the second coordinate sequence
probability distribution.
2. The method according to claim 1 , wherein the perform
ing encoding processing on the first basic coordinate
sequence and the second basic coordinate sequence to
generate the encoded implicit state comprises:
determining a plurality of pieces of first coordinate data
contained in the first basic coordinate sequence , and

determining a plurality of pieces of second coordinate

data contained in the second basic coordinate sequence ,

wherein the number of pieces of the first coordinate
data is the same as the number of pieces of the second
coordinate data ; and
generating a plurality of sets of coordinate data based on
the first coordinate data and the second coordinate data

at same timings, performing encoding processing by
sequentially inputting the plurality of sets of coordinate
data into a trained recurrent neural network , and gen
erating the encoded implicit state based on an output of

the recurrent neural network .

3. The method according to claim 2 , wherein the recurrent
neural network comprises a forward recurrent neural net
work and a backward recurrent neural network , and
the performing encoding processing by sequentially
inputting the plurality of sets of coordinate data into the
trained recurrent neural network , and generating the
encoded implicit state based on the output of the
recurrent neural network comprises:
sequentially inputting the plurality of sets of coordinate
data into the forward recurrent neural network in a
chronological order, and generating a forward implicit
state based on an output of the forward recurrent neural
network ,
sequentially inputting the plurality of sets of coordinate
data into the backward recurrent neural network in a

reverse chronological order, and generating a backward

implicit state based on an output of the backward
generating the encoded implicit state by combining the
forward implicit state and the backward implicit state .
4. The method according to claim 1 , wherein the obtaining
the first basic coordinate sequence of the target object and
the second basic coordinate sequence of the interactive
object comprises:
recurrent neural network , and

obtaining a first trajectory of the target object within a
preset time period, and obtaining a second trajectory of
the interactive object within the preset time period, and
respectively sampling the first trajectory and the second
trajectory in a same sampling manner to determine a
plurality of pieces of first coordinate data of a plurality

of position points of the target object and a plurality of
pieces of second coordinate data of a plurality of
position points of the interactive object, generating the
first basic coordinate sequence based on the plurality of
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pieces of first coordinate data , and generating the
second basic coordinate sequence based on the plurality

of pieces of second coordinate data .

5. The method according to claim 1 , wherein the deter
mining the implicit state probability distribution correspond
ing to the encoded implicit state based on the encoded
implicit state comprises:
mapping the encoded implicit state into a mean vector u
having a preset dimension and a standard deviation
vector o having the preset dimension , to obtain a
multivariate normal distribution N ( u , 0 ), and constrain
ing a distance between the multivariate normal distri
bution N (u , 0) and a standard multivariate normal dis
tribution N (0,1 ) based on KL divergence, wherein I
represents a unit matrix having the preset dimension .
6. The method according to claim 1 , wherein the deter
mining the initial implicit state by sampling based on the
implicit state probability distribution comprises:
performing random sampling based on the implicit state
probability distribution , to obtain an implicit random
vector z , and mapping the implicit random vector z into
the initial implicit state h, for decoding.
7. The method according to claim 6 , wherein the perform
ing decoding processing on the initial implicit state to
determine the first coordinate sequence probability distribu
tion of the target object and the second coordinate sequence
probability distribution of the interactive object, determining
the new coordinate sequence of the target object by sampling
based on the first coordinate sequence probability distribu
tion, and determining the new coordinate sequence of the
interactive object by sampling based on the second coordi
nate sequence probability distribution comprises :
performing decoding processing on an ( i - 1 ) th implicit
state based on the implicit random vector z and (i - 1 )th

new coordinate data to determine an i - th implicit state
and an i - th coordinate data probability distribution ,
wherein the (i - 1 )th new coordinate data comprises
( i - 1 )th new coordinate data of the target object and
( i - 1 )th new coordinate data of the interactive object,
and the i - th coordinate data probability distribution
comprises an i -th first coordinate data probability dis
tribution and an i - th second coordinate data probability
distribution , an initial value of the (i - 1 )th new coordi
nate data comprises preset initial coordinate data of the
target object and preset initial coordinate data of the
interactive object, and an initial value of the (i - 1 )th
implicit state is the initial implicit state ho ;
determining i -th first new coordinate data of the target
object by sampling based on the i - th first coordinate
data probability distribution, and determining i-th sec
ond new coordinate data of the interactive object by
sampling based on the i -th second coordinate data
probability distribution ;

incrementing i , and repeating processes of determining
the first new coordinate data and the second new

coordinate data , until decoding ends; and

generating the new coordinate sequence of the target
object based on all of the first new coordinate data , and
generating the new coordinate sequence of the interac
tive object based on all of the second new coordinate
data .
8. The method according to claim 7 , wherein determining
the i -th coordinate data probability distribution comprises :

determining parameters ( lik , oik Yax ) of the i - th first

coordinate data probability distribution p , and param
eters (Mick ", Oik ", Yinka) of the i -th second coordinate data
probability distribution p ; º , where the i - th first coordi
nate data probability distribution and the i - th second
coordinate data probability distribution are expressed

by :

K

( * s, ys ) = RIN (As, Ys | Hik , Dik ,Vikt ), and
k=1

?

py(Xa, ya) = q en N (xa,Ya IMika oik, Vik),
k= 1

where xs, Ys represents coordinate values of the first
coordinate data , Xa , Ya represents coordinate values of
the second coordinate data , the function NO represents

a Gaussian distribution density function , Tik " , Wink ",

Oik ", Yink respectively represent a weight, a mean vec

tor, a standard deviation vector, and a correlation vector
of a k - th normal distribution of a Gaussian mixture

model of the i -th first coordinate data probability dis
tribution of the target object, Tik", Hik " , OK", Yiska
respectively represent a weight, a mean vector, a stan
dard deviation vector, and a correlation vector of a k - th

normal distribution of a Gaussian mixture model of the

i - th second coordinate data probability distribution of
the interactive object,
K

K

???? = 1 and one = 1 .
k= 1

k=1

9. An apparatus for generating an interactive scenario ,

comprising:
an encoding module configured to obtain a first basic
coordinate sequence of a target object and a second

basic coordinate sequence of an interactive object, and
perform encoding processing on the first basic coordi
nate sequence and the second basic coordinate
sequence to generate an encoded implicit state ;

a sampling state module configured to determine an
implicit state probability distribution corresponding to

the encoded implicit state based on the encoded
implicit state , and determine an initial implicit state by
sampling based on the implicit state probability distri
bution; and
a decoding sampling module configured to perform
decoding processing on the initial implicit state to
determine a first coordinate sequence probability dis
tribution of the target object and a second coordinate
sequence probability distribution of the interactive
object, determine a new coordinate sequence of the
target object by sampling based on the first coordinate
sequence probability distribution, and determine a new
coordinate sequence of the interactive object by sam
pling based on the second coordinate sequence prob
ability distribution.
10. The apparatus according to claim 9 , wherein the
encoding module being configured to perform encoding

processing on the first basic coordinate sequence and the
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second basic coordinate sequence to generate the encoded
implicit state comprises the encoding module being config
ured to :
determine a plurality of pieces of first coordinate data
contained in the first basic coordinate sequence , and
determine a plurality of pieces of second coordinate
data contained in the second basic coordinate sequence ,
wherein the number of pieces of the first coordinate
data is the same as the number of pieces of the second
coordinate data ; and

generate a plurality of sets of coordinate data based on the
first coordinate data and the second coordinate data at

same timings , perform encoding processing by sequen
tially inputting the plurality of sets of coordinate data
into a trained recurrent neural network , and generate
the encoded implicit state based on an output of the
recurrent neural network .
11. The apparatus according to claim 10 , wherein the
recurrent neural network comprises a forward recurrent

neural network and a backward recurrent neural network,

and

the encoding module being configured to perform encod
ing processing by sequentially inputting the plurality of
sets of coordinate data into the trained recurrent neural
network , and generate the encoded implicit state based
on the output of the recurrent neural network comprises
the encoding module being configured to :
sequentially input the plurality of sets of coordinate data
into the forward recurrent neural network in a chrono
logical order, and generate a forward implicit state
based on an output of the forward recurrent neural
network ,
sequentially input the plurality of sets of coordinate data
into the backward recurrent neural network in a reverse
chronological order, and generate a backward implicit
state based on an output of the backward recurrent
neural network , and
generate the encoded implicit state by combining the
forward implicit state and the backward implicit state .
12. The apparatus according to claim 9 , wherein the
sampling state module being configured to determine the
initial implicit state by sampling based on the implicit state
probability distribution comprises the sampling state module
being configured to :
perform random sampling based on the implicit state
probability distribution , to obtain an implicit random
vector z , and map the implicit random vector z into the
initial implicit state h , for decoding .
13. The apparatus according to claim 12 , wherein the
decoding sampling module comprises :
a decoding unit configured to perform decoding process
ing on an (i - 1 )th implicit state based on the implicit
random vector z and ( i - 1 ) th new coordinate data to

determine an i -th implicit state and an i -th coordinate
data probability distribution , wherein the ( i - 1 ) th new
coordinate data comprises ( i - 1 ) th new coordinate data
of the target object and (i - 1 )th new coordinate data of
the interactive object, and the i - th coordinate data

probability distribution comprises an i -th first coordi
nate data probability distribution and an i -th second
coordinate data probability distribution, an initial value
of the (i - 1 )th new coordinate data comprises preset
initial coordinate data of the target object and preset
initial coordinate data of the interactive object, and an
initial value of the ( i - 1 )th implicit state is the initial
implicit state ho;

a sampling unit configured to determine i -th first new
coordinate data of the target object by sampling based
on the i -th first coordinate data probability distribution ,
and determine i -th second new coordinate data of the
interactive object by sampling based on the i - th second
coordinate data probability distribution ;
a sequence generating unit configured to increment i , and
repeat processes of determining the first new coordinate
data and the second new coordinate data , until decod
ing ends, generate the new coordinate sequence of the
target object based on all of the first new coordinate
data , and generate the new coordinate sequence of the

interactive object based on all of the second new

coordinate data .

14. ( canceled )

15. A computer -readable storage medium having stored
thereon a computer program , wherein the computer pro

gram , when executed by a processor, performs:
obtaining a first basic coordinate sequence of a target
object and a second basic coordinate sequence of an
interactive object, and performing encoding processing
on the first basic coordinate sequence and the second
basic coordinate sequence to generate an encoded
implicit state ;
determining an implicit state probability distribution cor
responding to the encoded implicit state based on the

encoded implicit state, and determining an initial
implicit state by sampling based on the implicit state
probability distribution ; and
performing decoding processing on the initial implicit
state to determine a first coordinate sequence probabil
ity distribution of the target object and a second coor
dinate sequence probability distribution of the interac
tive object, determining a new coordinate sequence of
the target object by sampling based on the first coor
dinate sequence probability distribution, and determin
ing a new coordinate sequence of the interactive object
by sampling based on the second coordinate sequence

probability distribution .

